In 10 years (2006-2015):

In 10 years, the annual output increased from 4,683 to 10,000 papers (+115%) while the citation impact has increased by more than a half, from 3.4 to 5.6 (yearly average world level) to 1.5.

Researchers affiliated with University Hospitals contributed to >110,000 articles.

Papers ranking the world’s most cited

The Hospital University’s triple mission of health care, research and teaching results in a hierarchical publication output:

1% of papers

3% in top 1%

17% in top 10%

... AND INTERNATIONALLY

Internationally co-authored articles gain better visibility, their impact is higher than the overall University Hospitals’ portfolio's average.

In 2015 compared to 2006, the share of internationally co-authored articles in the hospital’s output rose from 45% to 51%.

Cooperation growing in France

From 12,000 in 2006 to 19,000 in 2015 (+58%)

University Hospitals only

BioMed only

Articles in cooperation

115%